Introduction
This paper develops a kind of "elementary number theory" for integral Cayley octaves, that is the properties connected with divisibility. I took Hurwitz's number theory of quaternions, cf. [3] [1] , [2] , and [8] would make it self contained), and provides more detailed algebraic information. Earlier papers on octaves, for example [7] , [6] or [5] [1] , [2] and [8] . As [9] the sign in the formula for n(A) is given as -, but only with + this norm is multiplicative and the formula A2 -tr(A)A + n(A) = 0 holds. I believe that there is a misprint in [9] copied in [1] since Zorn uses his formula later with the correct sign.)
For the multiplication which is not used in the proofs of this paper I refer to [1] or [9] .
To count prime octaves we need lemma 3.2. To get more divisors the procedure in the proof is made a bit more explicit. We On the other hand = r'~u' = r'(2,Q + implies (r -= 2r'Q, and n(2r') divides n(r -r') Since is odd and relatively prime to n(r') = n(r) we see that n(2r') divides n(T -r'). In this section we want to find the number of prime octaves of given norm (without using Jacobi's formula). (Even if it is enough to take 1r E 7~(2) from proposition 5.6 one better uses a computer to do this since there are 240 ~ 9 octaves A to consider.) Let t > 1. A = ~r and n(A) = 2t implies A = T?r with a unique primitive r E C, and n(r) = 2~-1. By i), T = a for some a E C such that n(a) = 2. Now A = ~r is equivalent to (a -= 0. This is again a statement about elements of norm 2 only. By explicit enumeration using a computer one sees that for every 1r there are exactly 8 such classes a E C/C2 such that (a -1)~ = 0. The induction hypothesis says that there exist exactly 2 ~ 8~-1 octaves a E C such that "r = a, and n(r) = 2t-l. This number must be multiplied by 8 
